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Farmer-Spor~sman Shooting Coo~eratives -- Lansing A• Parker. ' Department of C on~

servation, State of Minnesota.
The problem of hunter-farmer relationships has become more acute with the increasing number of people pursuing the sport of hunting upland game• '
On one hand, the state, !laving the ownership of all wild~ife, sells the hunter a
license which entitle~ him to take such game as is permitted by laW•
On the other side of the problem stand the landowners and occupiers who rightfully demand the respect of the right-of-trespass. -They are properly protected by
the laws pertaining to illegal trespass • . Plagued wi th increasing requests to hunt,
and illegal trespass' coupled with the accompanying hoodlum acts. more farmers are
seeking refuge behind NO-HUNTING or NO-TRESPASSING signso The sportsmans finding less
territory unposted, in desperation 11 snea.ks into the back forty~o 11
There isn 1 t any one cure-all or remedy which will alleviate the situationb Public shooting grounds are expensive. Refunds to the farmer fr~m state licenses have
definite drawbacks•
The most feasible solution to the pr obl em seems to be the regulation of the number of hunters permitted on a given area. The landoWners and occupiers, having the
right to control trespass 9 should logically be the ones to regulate the hunting pressure. This can. be done by farmer shooting cooperatives.
The idea is not new, for . farmers of Williamsto~Jm t ownship in Michigan formed such
an organization in 1929. A few years later Liberty township in Ohio began its cooperative. Since that time the movement has spread to many other states¥
Basically they all operate the same with individu~l variations to suit the needs
of each cobperative. All the lando\¥Uers or occupiers, within an agreed areat pool
their holdings and permit only a pre-arranged number of hunters to co\ter the ,.,hole
territory. How the operations shall be carried out is agreed upon in the plan of organizatien.
Some cooperati\Tes charge a daily or season fee 1· others charge bn a kill basis and
still others extend hunting privileges free of charge.
ln the majority of the cases, the number of htinters permitted on the area is determined by the members before the season.. This number· is regulated by issuing a definite number of tags to each member.. He,. in turn, gives the tag to the hunters
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as they come to request parmission t o hunt. The hunter parks his car in the farmyard .
When he is through with the day's hunt, he r eports his bag and returns the ticket to
the farmer.
The basic principle which makes the cooperatives effective is that tho members
are extending to the hunters the right to hunt over tho enti r e area. Because of the
desire to r egulate the numbers a£ hunters on his land, each member has a common interest in all of the cooperative's holdings.
There have been several attempts to get such a plan into operation in Minnesotao
So far the results have not been too startling. Several have been formed which lasted a year or two then faded out.
The most notable of recent organizations is the group formed last winter, with
assistance from the county agent, the local game warden, and representatives of the
Soil Conservation Service which operates a demonstration project in the area, around
Wykoff in Fillmore County, Minnesota. It has operated only one season but the enthusiasm shown amongst the members after the season, plus the number of requests from
adjoining farmers asking to be included, lands proof that their organization is really
producing results.
This grot~ permits free hunting by issuing a definite number of tags to each memoer. He, in turn, gives them to whomever he desires to let hunt on the area. Their
regulations included hunting only during the first five days of pheasant season.
After that, no pheasants were to be talcen. They also forbade quail hunting on the
a r ea even though the county was open to hunting.
Summarized briefly, the following conditions shoul d be fully recognized. They
are based upon the experience of the Michigan Conservation Department , who employs a
man to assist with the formation of such groups, and the writer's experience in
Mi nnesota.
1. All the land within the area should be included in the cooperative 9 otherwise
posting becomes difficult and trespassing becomes hard to control.
2. Lack of local leadership has been tho chief reason for failures. The members
must be interested and capable of operating their own organization.
3. Failure to understand or obey the rules set up to govern the organization
invariably leads to failure.
4. Areas over eight to ten thousand acres generally are harder to operate and
consequently fail oftener.
5. Lack of community or common interest causes many failures for it is a cooperative venture.
6. Inclusion of large areas of wild land or unoccupied land greatly increases
possibilities of illegal trespass.

